Open Space Session Results
Data formats

• We want something like “ITS for JSON”
• Probably want something like “XLIFF {translation helping magic} for JSON, HTML”
• Need to find motivators
• Need to consider how to deal with inline markup of text in JSON (and other formats) in a practical way that people will use it.
• Consider using ITS>RDF mapping
IDNs and IRIs: some examples

• chaals@яндекс.рф becomes chaals@xn--d1acpjx3f.xn--p1ai

• Or:

Error

The address "chaals@яндекс.рф" in the "To" field was not recognized. Please make sure that all addresses are properly formed.

OK
IDNs and IRIs

• Need to scope the problem:
  – What is a domain name?
  – In-country vs. international use
  – Is it just the domain name?

• Companies won't fix things until they see a problem that is worse than the cost of working around it

• Recommended that people actually use things to break systems

• Need enough systems to all work together
IDNs and IRIs

• Language accessibility will be a big issue for many
• Challenges related to input in heterogeneous environments
• There are technology infrastructure issues and UI requirements/comforts needed
• Need to get all the players in the room to discuss
• Risk: Industry needs to address this before legislation happens and “splits” the Web (legislation can drive adoption or break things)
MLW Workshop: What Works Well?

• Open/accessible/broad nature
  – Cross-disciplinary and high-level: builds connections
  – Focus on things that work (rather than abstract/academic points)

• No obstacles to attendance (fees)

• Format with shorter, focused presentations

• Creates serendipitous connections with concrete outcomes
MLW Workshop: What Else Could We Do?

- Better promotion and integration of online tools (IRC, chat?)
  - Include a demo at the start and actively utilize
  - Maybe an etherpad for collaborative document
- Pecha-kucha
  - In combination with posters
  - Perhaps for similar topics
- More story-telling/background at the start
- Question management and provide ways for clarification during talks
- More women presenters and geopolitical diversity
MLW Workshop: How Do We Continue?

- Issue: Will have 2015 workshop, but then no funds
- Outsourcing work in running workshop while maintaining continuity through program committee and program “geniuses” (e.g., Felix)
- Registration fees not an option, but consider micro-sponsorships
- Target 150–200 registrations
- Need more ideas from you *(send ideas to ishida@w3.org)*